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About This Game

FEATURES:

 No intro. No title. No bullshit. From the very beginning of the game, explore the entire world in any direction you choose.
Even the final boss can be challenged from the very beginning of the game. This is a truly open world experience. Rather than
force you through long introductions, expository dialogue, and pointless cutscenes, Nother puts YOUR story first. Who knows

where you'll end up? The path you take in Nother hasn't been written until you play it yourself.

 Over 100 secrets packed into the game's world. The most unique and interesting loot will also be the rarest to find. In
Nother, you forge your own story through the discoveries you make in the world. To become stronger, will you defeat a

powerful foe or solve the mysteries of the dangerous ruins?

 Brutally difficult but fair combat. Nother's AI may have varying attack patterns, habits, flaws, and perfections, but there is
one thing they all have in common: they will kill you many, many times. Prepare your behind.

 The combat in Nother is deceptively deep. With secrets hidden between other secrets, the attacks you'll be able to perform
will differ from other players not because of what abilities you gained or purchased, but simply because you discovered them
yourself. Like the open world, you can use the most devastating combat techniques immediately from the beginning- if you

know how, that is.

 The beautiful soundtrack featured in Nother is hand-written for the game. Between the open silence of a forest and the
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horrific bass of an approaching boss, this game's music received top priority and will twist your emotions in every direction.

 Everything in Nother was developed entirely by one person. This is my second hard core RPG on Steam, and you can bet it's
going to be an adventure you'll remember.
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Good old wholesome fun!. I am really into this game. It fits into a very small niche of citybuilders, has mechanics that don't
restrict npcs to road access, and puts massive monuments into the perspective of realistic, long-term projects. A huge annoyance
in the beginning was figuring out how the hell it works, since the tutorials lay it out but the amount of gods just gets ridiculous.

Pros:
good camera controls allow for essentially any perspective
not a road-connectivity approach to citybuilders
The prestige meter adds a fun side-goal to merely completing a city

cons:
can glitch out and exit without warning, or some computers can't run it at all
the worship demands of the citizens are extremely difficult to meet
frickin priests

Buy it on sale. Don't buy it if you're trying to get achievements, because they'd be easy to get if steam would just fork them
over.. I got the My Coloring Book game bundle because I thoroughly enjoyed the My Coloring Book: Food and Beverages
game. This however, was not enjoyable at all. I tried coloring the first 3 animals and even though I got all the colors right, the
achievement associated with each animal would not unlock. How disappointing. I wish there was a way to turn off the music and
switch from paint can to paint brush. The paint can is simply annoying. It's good for huge areas to color but not good for small
areas where you need a finer point (like a brush). After 5 years playing\/gaming here on Steam, this is the FIRST game I
actually requested to be refunded back to me. (I'm requesting the entire bundle refunded back to me) It isn't fun if it's not
working!. The sad thing is that I actually liked this game to some degree. It was fun to play a level here and there and unwind a
bit. That said, this game is SO buggy that even getting through a single level could be a challenge at times, as I kept having to
restart the game because it would freeze up on me. If you can put up with the bugs, there's something to enjoy here, but there's
probably better games out there.. BIOS is a fast paced, first person running-shooter game, where you run in different areas and
shoot machines on walls, or AI's running agens you while getting to the finish line in a short amount of time.

The game is fast, but heavy. Beautiful with UE4 engine, but brutal. The whole goal and idea behind this is to get pass the hard
develop strategi maps and get to the finish line in a short amount of time. We have from normal to extreme mode, where the
maps are different with different weapons. It gives a decent challenge to the player to remember the AI's spot in the maps while
running with a different weapon the moste of the time.

I have to admit, that this is not my cup of tea because i miss the shoot-a-player feeling, but comparing it to other time-based
games, then it's just different with a FPS mode. So if you like singleplayer time-based fps games, AI's and machines on walls
with either machineguns, laser, rockets, with the hardcore UE4 engine that makes the game beautiful, then this game is for you.

Here is a demo:
http:\/\/www.twitch.tv\/theearlyaccess\/v\/8603902
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I give up. All pinball games are terrible. Except for Pinball Arcade and that one game I played when I was a kid. I am not sure
of the name. I got it for Christmas from my dad the same year he bought me Marilyn Manson's album Antichrist Superstar. I
really wish I knew what game that was, cause it was way better that this. In short: go buy Pinball Arcade tables.. This is a
business simulator/tycoon game (think Theme Hospital), but instead of a hospital or theme park, it's a game dev studio.

While the premise is okay, the developer for some reason used godawful retro pixel graphics. It's 2018, pixel graphics died in
the 90's when technology moved on. The choice of these kinds of graphics now is pure opportunistic laziness as developers can
use this as a flimsy excuse not to hire a proper artist.

There's some irony about a game development studio being made by a game developer so lazy/cheap they can't work out how to
do non-pixel art. Either way, shoddy lazy graphics ruin what could have been a decent game.. Such a pretty game. It was a quick
playthrough with no story, but the aesthetic was amazing.. Not worth it, even at 99c on sale. Like many of the others say, it's
basically just a single player mmo. It's so grindy though that it just isn't worth it. I was so bored by playing this game that I just
couldn't stand to continue. For anyone that loves extreme grind without anyone to talk with\/adventure with, this is probably a
gem. But that just isn't me, so I can't in good conscience recommend it.
Play a f2p instead. Give the dollar to a homeless person. Buy a cheeseburger. Buy a pack of gum. There are plenty of other
options for your money that will satisfy you much more than this will. If you spend it here, the dollar will feel wasted.. Just play
GTA 5 online instead, no point waiting for this to come to fruition when GTA 5 is already a way better Game than this in it's
current state or ever will be.. The game is good, the only thing that needs immediate attention are the tracks. They need to be a
little wider, most of the time I dont want to go to the pit stop. But thats where I go, if the tracks where wider. I would have a
chance to steer away.

The other problem is the handling of cars, the handling needs fixing. Cant control the cars very well, the controls are too
sensitive.

The sound, graphics are great, but what I said above hinders it.. This is a great, simple interactive exercise game. While on lower
settings it can be a "how-fast-can-you-type-blindly-on-the-numpad" ... *game*, with greater numbers, it turns into a way of
measuring your current concentration level. It has a 'competitive' mode and global rankings. The UI is nice and clean. The sound
effects and music are non-distracting, but can also be turned off.

Being able to do quick (accurate) addition and subtraction in real life - without a calculator and\/or googlebinging - has real
benefits. Training keeps you sharp.

The only thing this game needs is a sequel: multiplication & division.

Score: 5+5
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